Running for sheriff

Mailer hits Nixon and women's lib

by Ann Therese Darin
Campus Editor

Norman Mailer, Americanus litteratus, reactivated his campaign for United States sheriff last night at Stepan Center.

Mailer thumbed through the pages of his latest book of judgement, St. George and the Godfather, a chronicle of the two national political conventions which was published yesterday, and gave his pronouncement 1972 Smirnoffs.

Wearing a "Norman Mailer for Sheriff" button, holdover from his 1968 mayoralty campaign in New York City, Mailer read several excerpts dealing primarily with the Democratic and Republican conventions to the Stepan Center-capacity crowd.

He characterized this year's Democratic convention as "a most peculiar convention of 1972 and the convention of 1992. It's as if philosophy finally entered politics."

On the Republicans, Mailer revealed, "Richard Nixon is the greatest political genius since Machiavelli. We applaud his professional hypocrisy."

It took 10,000 words, he reported, for him to adequately describe the GOP convention which Mailer acknowledged fascinated him.

right to destroy

Reflecting on social issues, Mailer concentrated on women's liberation and abortion.

"I am in favor of abortion rather than contraception (the pill)," he asserted. "Abortion is the objective correlative of sanity...Abortion is the act of self-recognition of woman. The Pill is an insulation against sanity because you can't change your mind...its effectiveness is not impaired. But abortion—if it's woman has the right to single extraordinary life, she has the right to destroy it."

width range

The selection of Howard Batten as the only undergrad was based on his range in two colleges, and a high recommendation by a faculty member. Several students were interviewed with an eye out for one shrewd and with a broad base.

"The thing that is clear from Fr. Hesburgh's instructions is that every constituency in the University has to be canvassed and asked for suggestions, statements of position and suggested programs," the Provost said.

When asked if the meetings are to be open or closed, Fr. Burtchaell replied that it remained to be determined, but that at any rate an interim letter will be provided.

The selection process began five months ago with discussions between University President Theodore Hesburgh and Fr. Burtchaell, and recommendations from faculty and administrators around campus.

The Steering Committee of the Academic Council also discussed several names. Fr. Burtchaell added, "the campus was canvassed for a group with broad base."

composition not critical

"I don't think the composition of the committee is going to be that determinative," Fr. Burtchaell stated in relation to the committee's dimensions. He added, "the committee plans to solicit and receive many comments and suggestions from the University community and co-opt the services of so many backgrounds. It's task will be to "orchestrate the wisdom and observations."

The small size of the committee and its domination by faculty are also points which Fr. Burtchaell feels are advantageous to the success of the committee. The perspectives of the faculty and students will be there, but hopefully the perspective of the faculty will dominate because of their academic experience, Fr. Burtchaell concluded.
New psyh program

A doctoral program in coun- seling psychology of the Depart- ment of Graduate Studies in Education at the University of Notre Dame has received ac- creditation from the American Psychological Association, 22 of 22 in the nation to meet the criteria necessary for recognition.

Now directed by Dr. Paul Bankes, assistant professor of psychology, the counseling psychology program was started at Notre Dame in 1967 with three faculty members and five students. Of the current 40 professional staff of six and enrols 30 students. The program prepares students to function as psychologists in a wide variety of settings and capacities. Graduates work in community mental health agen- cies, hospitals, medical centers, university counseling centers, social service agencies, and as faculty members in institutions of higher education. Required to complete their program before they receive their doctoral degree, the students, as part of their graduate study, work in Notre Dame's counseling center and other agencies in the South Bend area.

Respect life week

In conjunction with the National Respect Life Week (October 1st-October 8th), the Right to Life Committee of South Bend and the county is sponsoring an educational program for the public at the American National Branch Bank (250 Market), on Monday, October 5, at 8:00 P.M.

Right to Life is a non-profit, non- denominational group established to present a positive philosophy towards human life. The group invites anyone with a similar philosophy to join Right to Life in its campaign against abortion. They are also against euthanasia and hope to help prevent the people of this County a definite attitude against the taking of all human life. Presently, the committee is involved in providing viable alternatives to abortion and to making the general public and the lawmakers aware of these alternatives. For any further information call Pati Silve at 232-3001.

Law and pollution

The University of Notre Dame's Law School and Department of Civil Engineering are cooperating in a program to bring law and engineering students to the study of environmental problems. Directed by Michael V. McIntire, associate professor of law, and Dr. Philip C. Singer, assistant professor of civil engineering, the interdisciplinary program is funded through a $38,836 grant from the En- vironmental Protection Agency.

The program features a "summer workshop" course, which will focus a team of law and engineering students on a water pollution problem of local im- portance. McIntire suggests such studies might include certain phases of thermal pollution of Lake Michigan, Chicago phosphate limitation legislation or pollution from steel companies in the Gary- Hammond complex, among others. The students will be asked to develop practical, effective and enforceable methods of resolving the problems studied. Solutions may include judicial enforcement of existing technology, new legislation, or any combination of these.

During the year, students in law will take courses dealing with the technical problems associated with water pollution, while engineers will become acquainted with laws and procedures available to deal with en- vironmental offenders.

SAGA food tours

Joint Mary's SAGA Food Service is really proud of what is has to offer, so proud, in fact, that the service is offering tours of its kitchen facilities to the students. Each twenty minute tour is conducted by the manager, Ken Levitt, who hope they will result in a better insight and more ap- preciation of the work involved in feeding 1400 students and faculty.

Each group of 10 people who participate in the tour is shown the "kitchen areas, freezers, ovens, bakery and salad departments. They also get to see that the preparation of their meals is not a one-man process, but in an organization of 30 full-time em- ployees and 100 students working together to give the student body the best there is to offer.

Sign-up posters will be put up for two days in Penthouse in participating in this informative tour.

Medieval lecture

Rev Paul E. Biehler, C.S.C., a specialist in Medieval studies at the University of Notre Dame, will deliver the first talk in a series planned in conjunction with the current art showing at 7 p.m. Wednesday in the O'Shaughnessy Hall Gallery. The talk is open to the public without charge.

Several medieval manuscripts from the Rosenwald Collection are included in the current display which incorporate the best works from Notre Dame's permanent collection. Sculpture by Michael Todd, a Notre Dame graduate, is presently teaching at the University of California, is on display both inside and outside the gallery.

Father Biehler is a former dean of the graduate school at Notre Dame and a member of the Medieval Academy of America. He is the author of a number of articles on medieval literature. The lecture is sponsored by the Academic Commission of the College, is open to all, and takes place during the year in the ACC auditorium, admission free.

The Big Fall Concert Series Continues with:

THE GUESS WHO

plus special guest star: White Trash

October 14 at 8:30 in the ACC

Tickets: $5.00, all chair seats
$3.00 - bleachers

Ticket now on sale at the A.C.C. ticket office (Gate 10, 9-5). Tickets are limited.

Student $3.00 - bleachers

in the ACC tickets are limited. Tickets now on sale at the A.C.C. ticket office (Gate 10, 9-5) and at the Student Union Office in La Fortune Center (4-5 daily).

...presented by the N.D. Student Union
The newly formed Society of Ujamaa is planning a Black Cultural week for next spring, which will feature Dr. Alvin Poussaint, Harvard psychiatrist, the Folk Jewels Singers and Catherine Dunham dance troupe from Southern Illinois University. The society was formed in January 1972 after restructuring the Afro-American Cultural Center. Robert McCrady, member of the council's executive board said: "The Afro-American Society didn't recognize the fact of other interesting organizations on campus, it was an isolated vacuum and little progress was made."

McCrady stressed that the goal of the Society of Ujamaa is to create better relationships between blacks and whites at Notre Dame. "It is not a separatist group," added McCrady.

The society also hosted a series of guest speakers this year. The list includes John O. Killims, a black author, Jarvis Tyner, authority on the black nationalist question and P. Chike Onwuachi, director of the Afro-American Studies at Howard University. They have also invited Angela Davis and Julian Bond, but it is not yet known if they will come.

The Ujamaa Society will also sponsor black theatrical groups that show the historical contributions of black people in America. "Hopefully the Notre Dame community will get a better understanding of black people," said McCrady.

A committee is to be formed sometime in the near future by the society, composed of both blacks and whites at Notre Dame to plan the cultural week in the following spring.

Md. court overturns judge's abortion order

by Diane Raser
(C) 1972 Washington Star-News

Annapolis, Md., Oct. 5-A 16-year-old Kent County, Md., Girl, who was held in jail for seven days after refusing to have an abortion, has been freed in an emergency meeting on Wednesday, the day the operation had been scheduled.
The court upheld Rainis's ruling that the girl's mother was insistant on an abortion. Rainis heard the case on Sept. 25.

The girl's court-appointed lawyer, Floyd Parks of Chester-town, told the judge, "She has advised me that she thinks an abortion is murder."

He said the couple plans to marry, if possible, and that they'll also have a Kent County, Md., judge, John Stone Jr. The six-judge court reversed Rainis's order during an emergency meeting on Wednesday, the day the operation had been scheduled.

The court upheld Rainis's ruling that the girl should be under the court's supervision. She was released the next day in the custody of her relatives.

The girl and her boyfriend, also 16, who has been released in the custody of his parents, had attempted to obtain a marriage license but failed because a boy must be 18 in Maryland to marry without parental consent.

The two were taken into court Sept. 25 after running away a week before because the girl's mother was insistant on an abortion. Rainis heard the case on Sept. 25.
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Judge's Abortion

A judge in Kent County, Maryland, made a decision that no man (or woman) has any right to make. Fortunately, the Court of Appeals saw the light and reversed the decision.

Judge George Rasin had ordered a 18 year old girl to undergo an abortion against her will. Abortion-on-demand is clearly one of the most controversial issues in America today but this new variation, abortion-on-the-court's-demand is well beyond the scope of even the most pro-abortionist argument. No one anywhere has contended that anything other than the mother should have ultimate power to make the decision to undergo an abortion. Many laws leave the decision to perform an abortion up to the individual physicians but this position presumes that the mother has requested one not that some court has ordered one.

Rasin declared that "The court does not believe it is in the interest of an un-born child to be born under these circumstances." An astute observation but clearly inaccurate. The question of the best interests of an aborted child is perfectly absurd. The court cannot possibly argue that it is anyone's personal best interest to be killed.

Rather Rasin should have noted that it is in the unborn child's best interest to be raised by an unmarried 18 year-old girl. Then, he should have provided psychological counseling for the girl, her boyfriend and the girl's mother. Finally, he should have ordered the child surrendered for adoption at birth.

Instead, Judge Rasin comes out of the whole mess looking like the most unbalanced character of all. One wonders if he considers it in his best interest to be alive.

John Abowd

Cancel Cuts

Senator Edward Kennedy is speaking on campus this Friday. His Stopen Center speech will certainly be covered by media in South Bend and Chicago. In fact, there may even be national press coverage. Beyond a doubt, no matter what one's personal political convictions are, there is an enormous campus interest in the speech.

This is as it should be in an election year, especially one which has so much added importance for college students. It would be unfortunate if some students were prevented from attending the speech because of class conflicts. In order to prevent this problem, Fr. Burchael, acting in his capacity as chief academic policy maker, should issue a statement declaring that all class absences in 8:00, 10:00 and 11:00 Friday classes will be considered "canceled cuts."

It's up to the professor to decide if he wants to hold class on Friday morning but no student should be penalized for perfectly legitimate political interests. This is particularly true since the university, especially Fr. Hesburgh, has openly invited national political candidates to speak on campus. It would be disconcerting to both the speaker and the students to penalize anyone for attendance of the events.

John Abowd

Just Honesty

R. Calhoun, I don't intend this as a personal attack on you. I only ask that you explain to the students that in all honesty you don't give a damn what goes on and really could care less if anybody knows about it. Admit that H man (or whatever) is attempting to make you look foolish. A little honesty might be a help. We, the scum, are rampantly and rabidly indignant with free speech. Our terminology is nothing sacred. Mere students addressed as "you" and "you all." Come to your senses. No honorable scumbags would risk the enervating specter of the student center. The scum's business is definitely out of our league, we aren't allowed out of the crypt before midnight. Don't use our name in vain or you will force us to bring some real truth into the Student Center.

John Abowd
The boy named Mark was not a theology student and was not always a devout Catholic. He was just a Catholic who had been told from his infancy that the bread and wine of the Priests, after all, are the keepers of the Eucharist. He had inquired about a priest's faith on this point. He was neither a major, nor a turned-off religious type; he was a teenage hippie, bearded to cover up any other dimensions than those of a Galilean worker given us April gardens full of begonias to prepare us for the emptying of graves.

Jesus is the only sign I need to know that the Lord is near. We can once over get the hangup that God is in the hiding. Is it any wonder then that he was startling enough to me from dwelling for a while.

I have signs and wonders, then, to share with the boy named Mark. Signs and wonders would only confirm his faith as well as my own. If the Blessed Mother should appear open to my room in Kerena, what would be the abode of sinners with the Harris tweeds, and value of the news? Pilgrimages would be made to that closet, vigil, lamps lighted, redwoods would be brought to the spot with petitions about chemistry, and I would never get any sleep. All this fun would be made because God is in my house. Everyone thought it was a teenage hippie, beared to cover up the skin. In the kingdom where God is in the vine and we are the branches, Jesus has inhabited those of a Galilean carpenter with holes in His hands. Every move reveals Christ to me, and his humanity is the only sign I need to know that the Lord is near. We can once over get the hangup that God is in the hiding. Is it any wonder then that he would be startling enough to me from dwelling for a while.

I have signs and wonders, then, to share with the boy named Mark. Signs and wonders would only confirm his faith as well as my own. If the Blessed Mother should appear open to my room in Kerena, what would be the

John Mayall. England’s leading con-
traband to the contemporary blues scene, brings his new band to South Bend this week for a concert at the Morris Civic Auditorium. A tall, quite-spoken native of Manchester, England, Mayall is noted for his taste, professionalism, and for the brilliant bands he’s put together over the years. John’s extensive professional background spans twenty-five albums recorded for London and Polydor Records. His most recent album “Moving On” is just one more facet of his love for the blues." Jazz-Blues Fusion" is previous album, “Jazz-Blues Fusion” applied to predominantly original songs by group leaders Delbert McClinton and Glen Clark. Tickets are still available for Wednesday’s concert and are available at the Morris Civic Box Office at $5.50 in advance or $6.50 at the door Wed-

The final event of the series will be an on sale in advance of the performance and will be available at the Student Union Ticket Office and the Cultural Arts Commission office on the 4th floor of LaFortune. For any further series or ticket information, call 385-7797 between 13-30 on Mon. through Fri.
Prisoners' rights discussed at CCE

Wednesday, October 4, 1972

The problems and prospects of prisoners' rights and the many changes were discussed by the Catholic Commission on Urban Ministry recently at the Center for Continuing Education.

The three-man panel discussion was part of the weekday conference for one of the 1,000 member committee, which was formed in 1966.

Huddle proposal to committee

Would you like to see the Huddle open for a 24 hour day? This is a question that has no simple "yes" or "no" answer for Dr. Robert Ackerman, the director of Student Activities.

The proper channels are open

Today's chess tournament pairings

And interested in getting reasonable proposals," Dr. Ackerman said in reference to Vice President of Student Affairs Philip Filentes' request last week for a report on the question of a 24 hour Huddle.

Dr. Ackerman pointed to Student Activities Night as a beginning point for the study of the student's needs. The students had never been in the building until then," he said. He is hard at work trying to make the facility into a student "center," along with Dave Caruso and Don Shapp, both undergrads from Lafayette Hall.

They have formed a nine man committee to serve as a "listening post to student needs. They met Friday night and concluded with the intention of generating increased student activity in the facility. "Unless more things go on in the building," said Dr. Ackerman "merely expanding the hours may not be the answer."

Dr. Ackerman would like to examine the possibility of future renovations. "This may or may not be the best site on campus to memorialize Dr. Tom Doderick, and he wonders if it is feasible for the Rathskellar to change into a coffeehouse or even a bar if Indiana is in lower legal drinking age to 18 years. Dr. Ackerman also mentioned that office and the seldom used ping pong room place too great a premium on available space.

Any changes will naturally involve the problem of funding, and there are other problems to consider, such as Lafferty's questionable electrical capacity.

Security Director Arthur Peers said the extra security is a problem but a reasonable one, and Edmund Price's food service staff would have to be increased. These are only a few of the considerations which Dr. Ackerman intends to bring to his committee. Expecting the center to be open around the clock before resolving these problems is like "putting the cart before the horse."
Nixon leads in YVP poll

A poll taken by the Young Voters for Nixon shows President Nixon with a 15 percent lead over Sen. George McGovern, among students from Notre Dame and the University of Notre Dame. The survey made between Sept. 16 and 23 included 7,000 students at the two institutions and is most comprehensive survey ever taken by the two companies, according to Amador American Research, which conducted the YVP group.

The survey reflects other polls in St. Joseph’s County which showed Nixon ahead by 40 percent among all voters, and 15 percent ahead among voters aged 18 to 30 years.

The survey was made by room numbers. The results report that 15 percent of those interviewed intended to vote for the President, as opposed to 36 percent for McGovern. Unvoted responses accounted for the other 30 percent.

The student chapter will meet Oct. 17 at 7 p.m. in Newman Science Hall. Last night they discussed plans for a rally to be held Oct. 11 at the South Bend headquarters for Nixon. Nixon discussed was to plan distributions to political campaigns, distribution of absentee ballots, and bumper sticker drudgery.

1972 ND STUDENT TRIP
SEE THE IRISH PLAY THE FALCONS OF AIR FORCE DEPART: Friday, (early pm) Nov. 10, RETURN: Sunday, (late pm) Nov. 12
Here's How To Take Advantage Of The Packaged Plans:
A.) The Full Package ($146.00) — Including round-trip bus transportation between South Bend and O’Hare Field, round-trip plane transportation between Chicago, O’Hare Field, and Denver, complete baggage service, hotel accommodations for two nights, round-trip book at O’Hare Field, Air Force Academy (box lunches will be served en route) and free admission to a pre-game party (Friday night) and to a victory (Saturday night after the game).
B.) Parts包 more suitable to your needs are available.

Signups may be handled in the Office Campus basement of LoFortune from 11:30 am to 4:00 pm. Deadline for signups and payment is Tuesday, Oct. 10. For further information, call Jim Shanahan at 233-4840.

CLASSIFIED ADS

GOOD TICKETS ARE STILL AVAILABLE FOR TONIGHT’S UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN YOUNG VOTERS FOR NIXON, INCLUDES YOUR OWN PRIVILEGES AT THE GAME!! DEADLINE FOR TICKETS OR IN- FORMATION, CALL 533-7347. TICKETS WILL ALSO BE AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR.

Typing experienced in diller set work. Avail. after 2:00. Mile High, 220-9061.

Waiting Novel

While Maitor refused to elaborate his future plans, he did say that he was working on a novel. On the novel he promised that he would write 30 years ago. "I already have 60,000 words on it, but I am not going to give away its content since it is a private,changable story which should have some secrets from his public," Maitor pronounced.

Suprisingly Maitor came out in favor of women's colleges. He substantiated his view by claiming that marriage has not proved to be of any advice between men and women. He thought that the sexes should be separated in schools since there was no reason to bring them together. Segregated education provided women with a richer experience.

Responding to whether the trend toward Jewish writers in American literature, Maitor replied that it was too early to tell, but probably the blacks would predominate over Jews, since he feels that each ethnic group will similarly dominate American literature. "Really it could be any ethnic group which dominated American literature, for the Jews were the first to think it would be the Jews because they have a heritage grounded in literature and writing. It was natural for them to make a social center of these skills."

Tonight Maitor's movie "Pineapple" will be shown in the Engineering Auditorium. The film described the efforts of a super并不能当被告。 \-Maitor stars as the candidate.

SMC representation needed on Board

Following Dr. Edward L. Henry's suggestion that a broad representation on the Board of Regents was a "necessary step to keep Saint Mary's in the forefront of American Colleges," the corporate members of the Board elected Dr. Bruno Paul Schlesinger as the faculty member to serve on the Board of Regents of St. Mary's College.

Dr. Schlesinger has been a Saint Mary's faculty member since 1946; teaching History and History of Art since 1946. At that time, he founded and became chairman of the program for Christian Culture, which was the first of its kind in the United States; based on the work of Professor Christopher Dawson, the eminent English scholar.

Dr. Schlesinger's program now has been transformed into the Humanities Studies program, which introduces the student to various subjects of Western civilization, with history, literature, art, theology, and philosophy as devoted literature and philosophe as his special interest. Dr. Schlesinger was the first recipient of Saint Mary's College Unica Faculty Award in 1968. This citation honors teachers of Saint Mary's College whose whole service reflects an utter dedication to the communication of truth.

Dr. James E. McCray, Associate Director of Sales, will be shown in the Music Department at St. Mary's College. Dr. McCray has been appointed President of the Indiana Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.

ACDA head

Dr. James E. McCray, Associate Director of Sales, at the South Bend Symphony Orchestra. Also collaborated with the Choral Directors' Association of America. The ACDA is the largest national organization for choral conductors, and publishes a periodical, The Choral Journal, for ten times a year. Dr. McCray will also review and monthly review of new choral materials for this journal.

Dr. McCray is a life member of the American Choral Directors Association, and has written many articles on choral conducting and has many of his articles published.

FOR RENT

One bedroom apt. utilities paid, $55. Available Oct. 7. 8066.

For sale: 1971 Suzuki 500 with 2 carb's, $500.00 or best offer. Call 372-2833.

Admission price is $15 per person. Tickets will be sold at the door.

THE NOTRE DAME CLUB OF LANSING PRESENTS A PRE-GAME ALUMNI RECEPTION Friday evening, October 6, 1972

4:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.

THE PRETZEL BELL RESTAURANT 1020 Trowbridge Road Live Music The Notre Dame cheerleaders Good Company Appearances by ND officials, Friday evening, October 6, 1972

Room rental: $5 per person. Tickets are still available for the game.

For further information, call Jim Shanahan at 233-4840.
of the season, a 17—7 triumph over junior varsity football coach, had with a happy ending.

"The enthusiasm of our younger players has been contagious," Parseghian said. "Who cares who

The Irish offensive players are also quick to praise their defensive counterparts. "The practice on aartificial turf Notre Dame continued to rise in the national rankings this week, climbing to seventh in the A.P poll. The team unveiled a rushing game that little extra something. With Clements running the offense, "said the Irish coach, "we're much more of a team unit this year." he said. "Who cares who"

"It was 10—0 at half," said Murphy, "and it was still 10 at the end of the third period. But Purdue really gave us a drive right in the fourth quarter. They had to convert four fourth down situations during that drive, and their touchdown came on fourth and goal from our 21 yard line."

"We've been getting excellent leadership, we're a youthful team, and we've really come a long way in a short period of time," said Parseghian. "Nothing is more determination can overcome inexperience."